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Seminar Description
Lighting today is more than just 
illumination by LEDs. By deploying 
wireless technology through lighting 
controls, a foundation for IoT 
solutions can be set without 
compromising a project’s ROI.
In this seminar, you will:
 Learn the fundamentals of wireless 

technology
 Explore the common concerns of 

wireless systems
 Recognize the rewards of wireless 

lighting control systems, including 
some real-life examples of active 
IoT solutions



Wireless Technology
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What is wireless?  Wireless is waves

Frequency band
Mhz & Ghz



 Propagate longer distances @ same power level

 Penetrate materials better overall

 Has lower bandwidth than higher frequencies

 Requires more power to travel similar distances
 More interference through materials
 Can encode more data, support more advanced 

protocols

Lower RF Frequencies (~300 MHz) Higher RF Frequencies (~5 GHz)

Why is Frequency important?



WiFi Bluetooth Cellular (LTE) Ethernet Proprietary (Star & Mesh)

802.11 802.15.1 3GPP 802.3 802.15.4

High bandwidth Medium 
bandwidth High bandwidth High bandwidth Low bandwidth

Short range Short range Long range Limited range Medium range

$$$ $ $$$ $$ $

Common network topologies

Not wireless



Networks

Point-to-point Star Mesh

• Device talks to device
• No message routing
• No backhaul
• Limited to 2 devices

• Device talks to central 
device

• Messages are routed to 
other devices in group

• Backhaul capable
• Capable for extended 

networking

• Device talks all devices 
within range

• Messages are routed 
through connected 
devices (typically through 
shortest path)

• Backhaul capable
• Capable for extended 

networking

LatencyFast Slow



 Bandwidth (computing)
 Maximum rate of data transfer 

across a given path
 Lighting control requires very low 

bandwidth

Bandwidth and range

 Range
 Distance required for communication between devices
 Range requirements change based on the market and customer (City vs. 

commercial property)



Wireless concerns
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 Wired systems require physical connections
 Quality of the cable
 Quality of the installation of the cable
 Quality of the cable connections
 Confusion of multiple connections
 Reliability over time

Concern #1: Wireless is not reliable

Technology has improved to eliminate points of failure

Wireless systems eliminate physical connections



 Wireless range is concerning

 Wired systems have a finite range for cable length
 Wireless systems can be grouped in a logical manner (rooms, lots)
 Wireless groups can be networked together

with other wired or wireless connections 
(backhaul for expanded networking)

 Management of product is key to success

Concern #1 (continued): Wireless is not reliable

Know the system and range limitations and apply to your site as appropriate

Obstruction



 Attacks are at an all time
high and more targeted

Concern #2: Wireless systems are not secure

2021 105%
Increase in 

ransomware 
cyberattacks last 

year
2020

 Companies that understand this growing concern 
are building multi-level security models into their 
development and business plans

Partner with businesses that have comprehensive security models, and the know-how to support it

 Air gapped networks limit connect device threats

Apply wireless systems as appropriate for your business



 FOBO – Fear of Better Options
 OPPORTUNITY COST (2013 replace 400W with LED @ 143W)

Concern #3: Wireless technology changes too quickly

Anchor your decision in the ROI - invest in a platform that can grow and scale

• 2013 – No, I’ll wait
• Upgrade to LED in 2018 at 102W
• Saves $785/fixture over 10 years 

• 2013 – Let’s do it!
• $75/yr for 143W
• Saves $1350/fixture over 

10 years 

 Many feature enhancements today come by way of firmware or software 
updates – what you have today can be upgraded
 Many systems are designed to scale over time – start with basic controls 

functionality and expand on your timeline



Wireless Rewards & IoT 
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Networked Lighting Controls
- Connecting sensors, switches, and luminaires together for control
- Connecting devices to a network for collection and exchange of data

The Internet of things (IoT) describes physical objects (or groups of such objects) 
that connect and exchange data with other devices and systems over a network

IoT and Wireless Lighting Controls

Wireless Networked Lighting Controls are fundamentally an IoT solution



Average Energy Savings of 49%
Energy Savings with Networked Lighting Controls

Source:  Design Lights Consortium, “DLC Estimates Energy Savings from Networked Lighting Controls”
https://www.designlights.org/lighting-controls/reports-tools-resources/energy-savings-from-networked-lighting-controls-
with-without-LLLC/report/

Application % Savings
Assembly 28%

Education 41%

Healthcare 52%

Manufacturing 40%

Office 64%

Restaurant 59%

Retail 44%

Warehouse 68%

Overall 49%

63% with 
LLLC

https://www.designlights.org/lighting-controls/reports-tools-resources/energy-savings-from-networked-lighting-controls-with-without-LLLC/report/


Controls integration with wireless communication 
provides substantial savings in the form of:
 Cost/Reliability savings – elimination of:
 AC-DC conversion
 Protections (e.g. Surge, EMI)
 Relays (highest failure rate)

 Interoperability savings – compatibility guarantees, 
with one product purchased from a single 
manufacturer
 Design Simplification – no sensor layouts
 Installation savings
 Fewer devices to install
 Low voltage wiring is eliminated in favor of 

wireless communication

Embedded Controls (LLLC) - Cost & Time Savings



Application Diversity



 Personalized control of individual luminaires
 Grouped response to motion/daylighting
 Ability to reconfigure spaces for occupant or space changes

Improved Occupant Experience



 Control Beyond Lighting

Connecting the dots beyond lighting controls

 Actionable Insights

 New Experiences



 At a pharmaceutical in Northern Illinois, 
laboratories are equipped with fume hoods that 
require continuous outdoor air to keep 
laboratories safe for scientists
 LED fixtures equipped with occupancy sensors, 

communicating wirelessly to BACnet lighting 
and building automation controllers
 Airflow is lowered in unoccupied labs, 

generating significant savings in energy 
consumption
 Utility savings in 4 ways: T8 lamps to LED, 

lights off when rooms not occupied, trimming 
and daylighting controls, and airflow reduction

Sensor data can be used to influence HVAC controls, adding 
to energy savings

Building Integration



 Healthcare business in Boston, MA had 
67,000 employees across two buildings – real 
estate expansion was to match anticipated 
headcount
 Consolidation seemed like a big cost savings 

opportunity, but data needed to make the case
 Installed sensors to reveal utilization was only 

20%
 Terminated lease early, moved employees and 

saved more than $6M annually

Occupancy sensor data analyzed over time for utilization
Space Utilization

https://vergesense.com/case-study/fresenius-provides-healthcare-solutions-across-north

https://vergesense.com/case-study/fresenius-provides-healthcare-solutions-across-north
https://vergesense.com/case-study/fresenius-provides-healthcare-solutions-across-north


 More than 2 million LED fixtures are in 
place across nearly all 1,800-plus 
Target stores nationwide
 Reduces the energy required to power 

our stores by 10 percent annually
 470 million kilowatts of energy per 

year
 Lights have built-in digital technology 

that interacts with the Target app for 
guests who opt-in, helping map their 
way through the store on a mobile 
phone

BLE in lights allows for wayfinding
Indoor Positioning

https://corporate.target.com/article/2019/04/led-lights

https://corporate.target.com/article/2019/04/led-lights


 Wireless is just waves, whether that’s AM 
radios, microwaves, people, or light!
 Wireless networking improves on the limits 

of physical connections, applications, and 
installation costs
 Wireless lighting controls provides a 

strong ROI without sacrifice
 Wireless lighting controls offers benefits 

for lighting designers, installers, building 
owners, and users
 Lighting controls connect to future IoT 

solutions (or are presently available 
today!)

Final Thoughts



Thank you!
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